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Dear members GKMT, 

Following you’ll find the monthly report on the activities at the VTC.  

 

Buildings 6, 5, 4, 3 and 7. Some reparations on the thatched roofs, just minor issues, not leakages. 

Except for painting and installations and tiles in the sanitary block, these buildings are finished. 

8 Boarding Girls 1. Assembled and fixed a demo ceiling in one of the bedrooms. The purpose of the 

ceiling is threefold. Firstly it avoids or at least discourages theft by climbing over the walls. Secondly 
the idea was to reduce noise disturbance between rooms, although it seems not to give the desired 
effect and thirdly the ceiling takes away the sense of sleeping in a barn. We chose for an open ceiling 
because otherwise we would lose the natural ventilation which occurs in the top of the building (↓).  
Except for the remaining ceilings and painting this building is finished. 

        

9 Boarding Girls 2. Finished covering the ventilation triangles, assembled and fixed all the doors 

(interior and exterior), fixed the window glasses (↑). Except for the floor, cable boxes, ceilings and 
painting this building is finished. 

 

10 Computerroom. Assembled and fixed the exterior doors front and back and fixed the window 

glasses. Finished door- and windowsills (↓). Except for the floor, cable boxes and painting this 
building is finished. 

       

11 Library 1. Assembled and fixed the exterior doors front and back and fixed the window glasses. 

Finished door- and windowsills (↑). Except for the floor, cable boxes and painting this building is 
finished. 
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13 Administration 1. Fixed the window glasses and finished windowsills (↓). 

        

14 Administration 2. Fixed the window glasses and finished windowsills (↑). Finished covering and 

started on ventilation triangles (↓). 

       

17 Boarding Boys 1. Finished ring beam interior masonry (↑). 

 

18 Boarding boys 2. Finished plastering the foundation box and pouring the floor slab. Started with 

masonry upper structure (↓). 

       

Veranda. On the girl’s wing, at the back side of the veranda we finished pouring the concrete slab 

for the gutter, the single layer brick wall and plastering the veranda wall (↑).  
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Terrain. Finished backfilling the ground between the walking paths of the veranda and leveling the 

terrain near the gutter at the front (↓). 

       

 

VTC Football Team. The Dutch foundation “Football Maties”, a non-profit organization from 

Arnhem, collects football shoes and materials in the Netherlands to support organizations in African 
countries with their sports programs.  They approved our project and sponsored the VTC team with 
60 pairs of brand new shoes of which 37 pairs have arrived to Mpongwe in my luggage. The 
remaining amount is yet to come. After deliberating with the founder of Football Maties we decided 
to leave open the possibilities for future cooperation. So far, ideas are assisting GCMF with the 
construction of the sports field or sending professional Dutch volunteer trainers to give training 
courses to local trainers in Mpongwe. 

       

 

Plot number. As you have been reading in my last report, there were some issues over a couple of 

pieces of land purchased by GCMF in the past. I made a proposal for the two families involved and 
recently signed a trading contract with Mr. Milambo. This new contract nullifies the three former 
contracts and solves the issue of the needlessly purchased piece within our own plot. There were no 
financial transactions concerned with this contract. 

Tomorrow we start the negotiations about the left side with the Kafweni family. 

http://www.footballmaties.nl/�
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Kind regards, Bram 

Boys wing – December 2013 


